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J12

J20

J30

“Knob” type 
pull pin

Structural
protrusion for

added strength

SHACKLE TYPE J8 J12 J20 J30
WEIGHT oz (gm) 1.9 (54) 3.0 (82) 5.9 (159) 14.6 (371)
WORK LOAD lb (kg) 4,000 (1,818) 6,000 (2,727) 10,000 (4,545) 15,000 (6,818)
BREAKING STRENGTH lb (kg) 8,000 (3,636) 12,000 (5,455) 20,000 (9,091) 30,000 (13,636)
LINE SIZE 8-10mm 10-12mm 12-16mm 14-20mm

J-Locks Shown Actual Size   Patent 6,539,885

UNLOCKED POSITION
J-Lock opens only
when the knob is 
rotated so that its
notch is aligned with
the body’s tab.

Keyway 
prevents 
knob
from 
rotating.

LOCKED POSITION
The notch in the knob
is turned away from
the tab on the body
and seated on the
keyway shown below.

Side View 
of Keyway

Top view of  
J-Lock Shackle

J-LOCKShacklesShackles
Easily spliced onto Genoa sheets, outhauls and halyards, the
low-profile Tylaska J-Locks fit through most Genoa blocks for fast 
sheet changes. Unique patented double-locking plunger locks in two
directions for the ultimate in flog-free operation.
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As an alternative to Tylaska’s J-Lock style shackle, the press lock serves the same purpose with a 
different design. Two opposing triggers are pressed to open the shackle. Both opposing triggers must 
be pressed at the same time to open the shackle which safeguards against accidental opening during 
flogging. Investment cast and then hipped in aerospace 17-4PH stainless, the Press Lock Junior and
Senior are held to the same high standards as our snap shackles. Designed to be strong and light, yet
provide easy use in those tight mark roundings, they have proven to be up to the task. Their opposing
trigger mechanism is ideal for sheets and other applications requiring a fitting small enough to pass
through the lead cars to make re-leading a sheet easier. They are also used for halyards, outhauls and
lead changers.

Tylaska has revived the old and proven trigger release snap shackle from 
races of the past. New molds, closer tolerances and some needed design 
modifications have allowed the #6 to breath new life and once again sail with
the best. Now called the Tylaska SP6, this is the same shackle that has had its
place in every major yachting event since its creation. This light, strong and 
reliable shackle has been the solution on boats up to 50 ft. Made from the
same durable 17-4PH stainless as before, the castings are now hipped to 
create a finished part similar to a forging in strength and metal consistency. SP6

PRESS A B C WEIGHT WORK LOAD BREAKING MAX LINE
LOCK in in in oz lb STRENGTH SIZE
Press Lock Jr 1.250 1.000 2.312 2.3 4,650 9,300 lb 3/8”
Press Lock Sr 1.250 1.375 2.750 5.8 10,000 20,000 lb 5/8”

SRJR

The Press Lock Junior is perfect for boats 24 to 40 
feet LOA and has been seen widely on the Farr 40s.
The Press Lock Senior also is a tried and true veteran.
Commonly found on America‘s Cup boats and maxi
boats, these have stood the test of time. These 
shackles can cover boats from 40 to 80 feet LOA.

PRESS LOCK

Actual Size

SP6- Actual Size

Actual Size


